
GRES WHITENER

LOW FOAMING DETERGENT FOR FLOORS AND GRES  

SURFACES

It easily removes all kinds of dirt, even the most  
difficult

Particularly suitable for porcelain gres surfaces

It gives again original appearance to surfaces

SUGGESTIONS

In the greater dirt  
accumulation points leave  
on few seconds and mainly  
persist through floor  
cleaning machines. It is  
recommended to use  
related products in the  
narrowest points where  
the floor cleaning  
machines cannot work.  
GRES WHITENER is an  
effectiveness cleaning  
detergent for white  
plastics as garden  
furniture.  

DESCRIPTION

The dirt deposit on bustling pavements, such as on large commercial  
surfaces and general industrial pavements, involves unpleasant  
consequences that threaten the structure image and the safety of  
customers and workers.  

GRES WHITENER is a low controlled foaming detergent with high  
decreasing power specific for cleaning floors and, in particular, for  
porcelain gres surfaces through floor cleaning machines. The special  
formulation, with extraordinary degreasing power, ensures the  
removal of every type of dirt from any floors,  in particular from  non-
slip gres surfaces, and gives again original appearance to graying tiles  
by time thanks to its extraordinary whitener power. If diluted according  
to use conditions, the product is suitable both for the daily and  
extraordinary cleaning, ensuring the best cleaning result.
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GRES WHITENER

LOW FOAMING DETERGENT FOR FLOORS AND GRES  

SURFACES

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL  
CHARACTERISTICS

Appearance Clear/transparent liquidl

Color Fluorescent green

Odour Faint characteristic

Specific weight 1.270 ± 0.020 g/ml

Solubility in water Complete at any ratio

pH 14

Chemical properties Anionic - nonionic

FOAMING POWER

Low

AVAILABLE PACKAGING

Carton with 4 cans of 6 Kg - 016GRWH0024

USE MODALITY

DAILY CLEANING FLOORS  
Dilute with water at 1%-3%.  Apply with related  
tools. Do not rinse the product at these dilutions.  

EXTRAORDINARY CLEANING
In case of tough dirt or massive cleaning, use the  
diluted product from 5% to 10% with washer-dryer  
machine or single brush machine with  
brown/green disc. Then remove through stage-
struck liquids and, finally, rinse.

CORRELATED PRODUCTS ACCESSORIES

Carrello nick 50L con  
manico verticale
01AA770678

Panno wet system  
micro blue
01AA770670

Manico con foro
01AA770690

Telaio lock
01AA770672

Tubo idro per  
riempimento secchi
01AA770689
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I dati riportati sono basati sulle nostre attuali documentazioni e sul meglio delle nostre conoscenze: ciò nonostante non possono in alcun  
modo costituire garanzia ne’ comportare responsabilità legali. Al fine di migliorare la qualità del prodotto Allegrini S.p.A. si riserva il diritto di  
modicare lo stesso senza alcun preavviso e anche dopo l‘accettazione dell’ordine. Per ulteriori informazioni rivolgersi a: Allegrini S.p.A. - Vicolo  
Salvo D’Acquisto,2 - Grassobbio (BG) Italy - Telefono: +39 035 4242111 Fax: +39 035 526588 -   
e-mail: info@allegrini.com - www.allegrini.com
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